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THE MUSICAL OF POP 

For several -reasons it's difficult for a musician to talk or write about 
pop.. Firstly, prejudice - prejudiqe . against, from fellow musicians, and pre-
judice for (and therefore against all other musics and musicians) from ,pop 
fans. Both tend to cut off pop and discourage consideration of the music. 
"Academic" analysis is sneere& at from ·both sides • . Secondly, the old bogey, 
commercialism, and what must (>vi t hout prejudice) .be recognised as the undoubted 
triviality which often results from it. This is not so much an object,i ve diffi-
culty as an emotional block. The tendency is to say "ugh" and switch off one's 
ears. Thirdly, there is the incontrovertible fact that pop is more than just 
music; it is an integral part of a whole cultural package. To conventionally 
trained musicians, used to the purity, the abstractness, the 1 out-of-time-ness' 
of 'art-music', this is an unfamiliar phenomenon. We often don't know exactly 
what we're talking about, nor what terms to use. 

All three difficulties, considered as o'bjections to musical discussion, 
can be easily rebutted. Prejudice, as· elsewhere, is _to be overcome. Trivial-
ity- well, triviality in music, as many Ph.D. 1 s bear witness, is not neces-
sarily a barrier to an8-lysis. Commercialism simply necessita tes of the intrepid 
student rather more fortitude than usual. Extra-musical complications - perhaps 
the most difficult problem- - mean merely that the musician, follow'.ng the lead 
of the ethno-musicologist, must enlist the aid of sociology, psychology and 
anthropology, and emerge from his splended isolation (it may be that pop and 
jazz, once better accepted as subjects for mupical discussion, 1 will be _the 
strongest single spur to the acceptance of ethno-musicology in our musical 
studies). 

But it is not merely that the otjections to discussion of the musical sig-
nificance of pop can be refuted. There are also more positive reasons for 
recommending eonsideration. First, pop, like Everest and the moon, is there. 
Until the metamorphosis of the musician into an ostrich is completed, there 
s'eems no reason toneglect what is staring us in the ears. 11oreover, the 
speed of development and transmission of music today necessitates and makes it 
possible that we react more quickly than before; we need in music a non-
journalistic 'modern history'. Second, pop; despite commercialism, has resulted 
in a considerable amoilllt of exciting music. He vlho has ears to hear • • • Third, 
p'p is an extremely useful tool for the study of other modern musics, the entire 
modern musical situation and even contemporary culture as a whole. if one 
vital purpose ·of listening to and studying music is not an increased knowledge 
of the ·condition of man, then my desire to participate in it is ·at an end. 

In case the between, say the Rolling Stones and Pierre Boulez seems 
too great for my last to be taken seriously, let me try to explain what 
I mean by it. First ·of all, it is inconoeivaile that in our .kind of vJOr,ld 
different musics could coexist without good reason- without relationship. We 
are all too much part of one another for that. Secondly, it is true to say 
that pop has' direct intellectual roots in 'art', (the American Beat and Hipster 
traditions particularly). Thirdly, many of the musical sources of pop -
American Negro mus ic, Americari and British Folk music, for instanee· - have also 
helped to produce modern American and British 'art-music'. But much more impor-
tant than these superficialities is what I'll call cultural stance., This is 
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usually hidden by surface characteristics. To identify it, to separate the 
wood from the trees, one needs a cross-cultural perspective. We are just 
beginning to acquire this. By cultural stance I mean basic cultural perspec-
tive, basic world-view, -if you like. In music this means looking beyond 

__ superficial stylistic characteristics and changes to primary techniques 
their implications. Consider the retreat, in twentieth century 'serious' music, 
from major-minor tonality, from harmony, from 'pure' tone and traditional 
difinitions of the music/noise distinction; consider the advent of new struc-
tural techniques: ostinato, melodic extension _and variation, rhythmic pattern, 
college; consider the _:resurrec-tion of old mod_es and the development of new 
melodic principles_equally, cominitted to purely melodic meaning and against 
harmonic implications; consider -.the complexifying of rhythm; .consider the 
retreat from notation and the rebirth of improvisation; consider the abandon-
ment of the orchestra for the chamber group. Now,ask yourself whether all 
these :developments though they manifest themselves in different ways, are 
not' also characteristic of pop. Analysis on this level (the level of macro-
technique, as it might be called) has · hardly begun; but perhaps you can see 
what I mean. The technique can also show us differences as well as connections, 
of course. For example, pop is obviously a ritualistic activity rather than 
a plire music. It works through myth (though the import of the myth is not 
easily verbalised), induces quasi-liturgical participation and has meanings 
and effects not immediately perceptible from sounds alone. In contrast, 
' serious ' music of this though often ritualistic in feeling and, 
perhaps, intent, lacks the ritualistic situation. It is a religion with a 
priestly elite but little participatory Most differences of 
this kind can, this one, be accounted for by diiferences in history, 

- function or sociological situation. 

· ·' The mos-t important musical influence on pop is, I think, the blues . This 
is interesting because the blues were formed, of course, from a mixture of 
European and African sources, and if one examines the development·- of 1 serious' 
twentieth century music, one finds that it is precisely in the . tempering of 
traditional :Eu.Topean tech.YJ.iques by teclmiques more typical of non-\1/estern 
cultures (non-tonal modes 1 rh;yi;hmic co,mplexity, variation aJ).d repetition 
forms, improvisation, contrapuntal, polyrhythmic or heterophonic textures 
rather than harmony, etc . ) that a great deal of this development lies. From 
this point of view (that is, the point of vieiv of cultural sta...YJ.ce) blues (and 
its relative, jazz) can be regarded as the archetypal music of our century. 

'so pop ' s position in this tree of relationships becomes clear. Pop has 
adapted the stance of the blues from one suitable to the racial alienation 
of the American Negro to one suitable to the generational alienation of the 
l'l'h1te, Western teenager. The cultural schizophrenia and cultural synthesis 
characteristic of the blues, together with many of the techniques associated 
with these, remain. My point is that they constitute a motif which permeates 
our culture. \Vhether one ascribes this to the impact of tribalising 
electronic media on print culture (IVIcLuhan), or to the development of · 
"hiptorisai consciousness'\ into "psychoanalytical consciousness" (Norman 
Brown), or to the return of Caliban after his too.,furocious-repression by 

(Wilfrid Mellers), or to t:Qe convergence of formerly-- ciisparate 
cultures to form the one "global Village", "spaceship earth" (Buckminster 
Fuller), or to a complex mixture of these and other influences, is immaterial . 
The result is clear . Certainly 'straight' modern music, as it has developed 
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pop , jazz, the fo lk revival anci.the emergence in the West of non- Wes.tern 
musics, such as of I:t:J.dia, are part of a coherentpattern. The limerican 
Neg.:tb Js at once a sympt om and a manife s ta t.lon of tbis .·. Hence his formative 
role in WestB3:'-n--popular culture throughout the l ast half r:ei).tury - culmi-
nating _in pop . 

. . - -· 

Pop itself has a l].istory, of course; and one 
tems 6f its cult"Ltrai stance . ·The most important phases in - ' historical pop ' 
(Rock ' n ' Roll, Liverpool Beat, J:lhythm ' n' Blues , Soul) are not arbttrarily 
juxt aposed but related -· to some .extent sequentially . Jilld the pattern which 
these r elationships denote can be.under stood in termsof 1 blackness 1 and 
' lvhi teness 1 (a to \reer mvay from . or tov:ards Europe)" . Rock ' n 1 Roll 
set the pattern off , dropping a bomp .on the Western value -- system , making 
possible a'1d necessitating the formation of a subversive subculture . Beat 
(and its American coritemp oraries ,. D-slanesque folk- rock and \-Jes t Coast. 
slirfing pop) ' whitened ' rock 1n 1 rol l , contributing creatively from the 
white s i de and establishing pop as a d istinct musical phenomenon . British 
R & B, returning to the blues , carried us away from Europe once again , until . : ,. 
Soul absorbed its s tance into a more sophist ica t ed style, >vhose mainstream-
feel repeats that of Beat at a 1 1Jlacker 1 cultura l l evel. Rock ' n ' Roll and 
R & B are radical and ground- breaki ng; Beat and Soul . a r e consolidatory and 
secure . The musical co:n.nect i ons bet•.reen the partners in each pair make the 
point . But they should not obscure the othe r i mportm1t point ,about this 
pattern : the overall move towards the primitive (ma,.de clear, for example , 
by a comparison of· R;;-ck ' n 1 Roll and R & B and the blues s t y l es from which 
they derive), The"historical development seems to have: had the purpose of 
carrying pop , by a repeated thrust- relax to the 1right 1 cultura l 
stance for today ' s cultural s ituation. 

In the course of doing this it also v.ri tne ssed an increasing maturity 
and varie ty of t echnique; as a tradition was as musici ans and 

aged , and as . different gener ations emerged . Pop development ·became 
ever l ess li.Ylear and ever more J3p1J.erical ·• l.LYltii with Soul (that i s , the 

pea"k: of popul arity of Soul -· about four or five years ago.) its history came 
to an end . 1:Jl1a t vJe have no1:r i s a ne mainstrec:;.m · (just as jazz and 
revolutibrtary 1 serious' modern musi c began as eccentricity or 
exoticism qui ckly became mainstreams) . has become styl e , as 
George Melly says (though r evolt i s still i rilplici t in the style) . Now 
anything goe§l . The result is a as impress ive and healthy as that 
of ' straight 1 music at the moment , and one very typical of our vmrld . 

One 'characteristic of this pluralism novr i s a breaking dmm of barriers 
arid a coi1fusion of l abels c Given pop? s · achi evement of i clent i ty and 
self-cqnfidence 9 this was probabl y i nevitable, The rock-· jazz of Nucleus and 
Mil es Davis or1. the one hand and Blood Sweat and Tears and Chicago on the 
other; the ' electric f olk : of Fairport Convention et al. ; the'Who ' s 1rock 
opera', Tommy ; the ' free pop ! of the Pink Floyd and the Soft llJachine 9 in 
1.rhich the influence of ' free ..:form 1 New Wave jazz and the 'strai ght ' !want 
Garde mingl es with pop-deri ved vitality all 9 like simi;lar hybri ds in other 
areas ( e . g . Inclo- Jazz Fusions, Shankar 1 s East -·vlest explor a tions, the 
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